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I.

INTRODUCTION

After three days of testimony, the trial court concluded that defendant Jennifer Harvey's
("Harvey") entire defense and the prosecution of her counterclaim was frivolous from virtually
the outset of this case. The trial court found that for almost the entire course of this litigation
Harvey knew (even while she was representing otherwise to this Court in her first appeal) that
the intent of the original subdividers of the property (the "Andersens") in 1972 when the legal
descriptions of the parcels at issue were created was to place the boundary in the middle of the
streambed of Little

old Creek where water was actually flowing. Contrary to her stained and

twisted arguments, Harvey knew that "centerline" did not mean some indiscernible line in dry
land that could notbe located with any certainty, even by retained experts (R 547, 555). She
knew that it meant the middle of the creek where water was flowing and that she had no evidence

whatsoever at any time, including during her previous appeal to this Court, to suggest otherwise.
She nonetheless advocated a position that defied common sense and argued before this Court, the
Court of Appeals and the trial court that she had evidence to support her position. She did not.
Though Harvey offeredno evidence in opposition to the motion for summary judgment
granted by the trial court in 2002 to support her contention that "centerline" meant something
other than a meander line of a course of flowing water, this Court reversed, apparently accepting
as true Harvey's representation that material facts were in dispute as to whether the Andersens
were actually refening to dry land where water may have flowed many decades before. In
compliance with this Court's decision, the trial court gave Harvey the opportunity to prove that
the Andersens intended something other than what common sense would dictate - that
"centerline" of creek meant a natural monument that was discernible on the ground as opposed to
some historical, natural channel that had been obliterated by fanning practices many decades
before.
Taking that opportunity and forcing the matter to trial, Harvey again offered no evidence
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to support her position. Harvey succeeded only in convincing the trial court that her entire
defense was "disingenuous","beyond contorted", "marzufactured"and "baseless" (R 548, 785,
787). She also satisfied the trial courl that she had injected ambiguity into a situation where
ambiguity did not exist, and that through "creative lawyering and not through facts" (R 785)
she managed to confuse the situation enough to mislead the Idaho Supreme Court into believing
there were disputed factual issues when she knew none existed (R 785 - 787). While stopping
short of accusing Harvey of intentional deception of the Supreme Court, little else could be more
damning or professionally demeaning than what the trial court noted about the case Harvey
presented in its original Memorandum of Decision (R 541) and order on Harvey's motion for
reconsideration (R 781). Despite all her arguments and massive briefs, Harvey offered
absolutely no evidence to even remotely support her absurd interpretation of the deeds at issue
she was advocating or the supposed "inaterial issues of fact" she claimed (and represented to this
Court) existed (R787,795).
This appeal, a follow-through on Harvey's threat to appeal if the trial court awarded
attorney's fees against her (R 735-737), takes Harvey's abuse of the legal system and her
deception ofthis Court to a new level, a level that unquestionably should be sanctioned.
11.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This is an action to quiet title to less than an acre of bottomland between two rural
properties in Bonner County. The money Harvey has forced the parties to spend on her
thoroughly specious defense and claims makes that tiny piece of virtually useless land probably
the most expensive property in the Northwest outside of downtown Seattle.
Harvey owns one parcel and the Reads own two, the common boundaries of which are
described as the "centerline" of a creek. That creek, called Little Gold Creek, runs generally
&om north to south through marshy bottomland. Over the years, early farmers in the area
attempted to control flooding and facilitate farming by redirecting the flow of Little Gold Creek
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Wherever the natural, historical channel of Little Gold Creek may have been between what is
now the Read and Harvey parcels, it was obliterated many decades before the Andersens' 1972
subdivision.
In 1997, shortly before Harvey forced the Reads to initiate this action, Tucker
Engineering created a map of the course of Little Gold Creek. That map (Exhibit 11 and
Appendix D to Harvey's Opening Brief) depicted the flow of the creek as it left abandoned
heaver dams to the north. The flow ultimately emptied into a channel that was labeled Channel
C. From Channel C, the flow of the creek continued south into what was labeled Channel A.
Even though no water flowed anywhere else, the map also depicted the location of an older,
abandoned channel that was higher in elevation that Channel A and incapable of handling the
flow of Little Gold Creek. That channel was designated as Channel B on the Tucker map
because in 1997 Harvey was then insisting it was the location of the creek even though it was, as
she later described, incapable of handling the flow of water.
The parties learned through experts they retained to assist in resolving their dispute that
all three channels (A, B and C) were mamnade. Even though aerial photographs established that
the flow of Little Gold Creek had been in Channels C and A between the parties' parcels since at
least the 1940s, Harvey originally claimed (as reflected in her answer to the Reads' complaint)
that the boundary was Channel B, which would give more ofthe bottomland on the Reads' side
of the creek. At some point early in the litigation, however, Harvey realized that arguing the
boundary should be one manmade channel in which no water flowed over another manmade
channel in which water had been flowing for decades did not make sense. Harvey accordingly
switched gears, arguing that the Andersens must have intended the natural, historical channel of
Little Gold Creek even though no one could pin point where that was. Harvey ran with that
argument through trial and even deceived her own witnesses and experts to try to make it work
(see infra).
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Harvey switches directions again on this appeal. Apparently conceding the Andersens
did not intend to place the boundary in dry land, Harvey now tries to mislead this Court into
believing the evidence showed that the flow of water in the creek was somewhere other than the
trial court found. To do so, Harvey completely misrepresents the testimony of most of the
witnesses to fabricate arguments she did not make to the trial court (undoubtedIy becausc the
trial court heard what the witnesses actually said and would have immediately recognized
another "baseless" argument).

111.

STATEMENT OF THE EVIDENCE

To understand why the trial court was so strident in its criticism of Harvey's case and to
appreciate the deception her appeal brings to this Court, a review of the testimony of pertinent
witnesses is necessary. First, this Court should understand that Harvey started the trial by
making representations as to what the evidence would show that she knew were absolutely
untrue. Specifically, Harvey represented that she would present expert testimony that in 1972
Little Gold Creek flowed in its natural channel hundreds of feet east of Channel A and that in the
last 25 years the location of the flow had been altered by the Reads through their "artificial
manipulations and modifications to the water fall of the natural stream channel" (Tr 61, L 1 - 62,

L 4). In truth, as detailed below, Harvcy did not have any experts who would say anything even
remotely supportive of the representations made to the trial court in her opening statement. What
the trial court was told was simply untrue. Harvey knew at the time that her experts had not even
been asked to determine where water was flowing in 1972 and that none of them would say that
water was flowing in any other location in 1972 than it does today. Her experts had no idea
when water last flowed in a natural channel or where precisely that channel was since it had been
obliterated by farming activities many decades before. Harvey also knew that even her principal
expert agreed that the only location of any constant flow since at least 1946 was Channel A. She
nevertheless told the trial court otherwise.
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Contrary to what Harvey reports in her brief, the following is what the key witnesses
actually testified at trial.

A.

J e m Van Ooyen. Mr. Van Ooyen is a 76 year old retired real estate broker who

specialized in subdividing raw land in Banner County (Tr 63, L 12). The Andersens were his
clients (Tr 64, L 6). In 1972, the Andersens bought 160 acres and asked him to design a
subdivision (Tr 65, L 3). Mr. Van Ooyen did so, designing a 14-parcel subdivision in which 11
of the parcels had one boundary as the "centerline" of the creek (Tr 69, L 5).
Mr. Van Ooyen testified that the Andersens relied on him to design the
subdivision (Tr 66, L 20) and that in so doing he chose the centerline of the creek as a boundary
for as many parcels as he could (Tr 69, L 14). He explained that he did so for two reasons. First,
having access to water made a parcel more desirable and valuable. Second, bisecting a parcel
with a creek instead of making it a houndary causes access problems, forcing a buyer to build a
bridge if he wants access to all of his property (Id.).
Mr. Van Ooyen made plain that he intended when he designed the parcels in the
Andersens' subdivision that he intended the houndary to be the meander line of the channel in
which water was actually flowing (Tr 81, L 18). He also made perfectly clear to the trial court
that he did not know that any portion of Little Gold Creek in which water was flowing, was not
the natural channel (Tr 74, L 13), that there was only one creek flowing between the properties
(Tr 74, L 5; 82, L 1I), and that when he revisited the property at the Read's request in 1998 he
could see that the creek was flowing in the same location as it was in 1972 when he designated
its centerline as tl~eboundary (Tr 79, L 5).

B.

Tom Tauber. Mr. Tauher is a retired farmerbuilder who has lived in the Little

Gold Creek area for decades (Tr 101, L 3). In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Mr. Tauber hayed
the fields near the portion of Little Gold Creek at issue (Tr 103, L 6; 106, L 8). Mr. Tauber
confirmed that the creek is flowing in the sane charnel today as it was in the late 1970s (Tr 107,
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L 18).
C.

John Monks. Mr. Monks is a registered professional geologist in the State of

Idaho who specializes in hydrogeology (Tr 113, L 12). Mr. Monks was retained by the Reads
before this litigation began to determine where Little Gold Creek was flowing in 1972 when its
centerline was designated as their common boundary with the Harvey parcel (Tr 116, L 7).
Mr. Monks physically inspected the property, gathered aerial photographs as far
back as 1946, and interviewed at least two people with knowledge of the history of the property

- Jeny Van Ooyen and a local farmer, Paul Westfall, who had farmed the area in the 1940s and
1950s (Tr 117, L 12; 118, L 4 -17; 120, L 13; 121, L 4). Based on his investigation, Mr. Monks
concluded that the channels carrying the flow of Little Gold Creek (Channels C and A) had
existed since at least the late 1940s (Tr 130 - Tr 140), that no other channels had carried the flow
of water at anytime since then (Tr 142, L 23), and that the location of the creek is in exactly the
same location today as it was in 1972 (and as far back as 1946) (Tr 143, L 9).
Harvey put on witnesses to question Mr. Monks' read and interpretation of the
aerial photographs. Why she did so is puzzling because in the end her own expert agreed with
Mr. Monks (see detail of testimony of Pierre Bordenave infra).

D.

Alexis Marie Read. Mrs. Read testified that she and her husband first moved to

their property on Little Gold Creek in 1981 after buying the first of several parcels in the
Andersen subdivision they ultimately purchased. They have lived on the property ever since (Tr
233, L 8). Their first parcel and the one they bought in 1997 border the Harvey parcel at the
centerline
Creek (Tr 234, L 24).
.............. .. of
..... .Little
.. .... ... ...Gold
.,.. ..

..

Mrs. Read testified that consistently for the last 25 years Little Gold Creek has
flowed in the same location as it does today and that nothing she and her husband have done as
in any way altered the location of its flow (Tr 242, L 1; 245, L 22). Though she did not know
until shortly before the litigation began that any portion of the creek bed was inanmade (Tr 257,
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L I), Mrs. Read confirmed that at all times during their ownership water flowed through the now
breached beaver ponds to the north down to what is marked Channel C on the 1997 Tucker
Survey and then into Channel A. At no time has water flowed in Channel B or at any other
location on their property (Tr 242, L 8).
Pertinent to Harvey's manipulation of her witnesses and experts (discussed infra),
Mrs. Read also testified that in 1987 she and her husband applied for and received a water rights
permit that would allow them to divert water from the lower beaver pond. In 1991, pursuant to
that permit, the Reads dug a channel from the beaver pond leading to two ponds they dug at the
base of their hill near their home well to the east of the flow of the creek. Their intent was to
make natural looking ponds for their stock and to attract wildlife (Tr 766, L 9). Mrs. Read
identiiied copies of their application, the map that accompanied the application showing what the
Reads proposed to dig, and photographs showing not only the beginning of their 1991 excavation
but the clear fact that area of their property was flat and unmarred by any water courses or
channels (Exs. 21 and 22). The series of channels and ponds that Reads dug pursuant to their
permit and that have sat undisturbed for more than a decade turned out to be what Harvey's
experts opined to be the natural, historical channel of Little Gold creek.'
E.

Robert Read. Mr. Read also confirmed that Little Gold Creek has flowed in the

same location today as it did in 1981 when he and his wife bought their first parcel on the creek
and that nothing they have done in terms of clearing or dredging has altered the flow of the creek
(Tr 289, L 10; 294, L 25; 296, L 4). Consistently, that flow came the beaver dams to the north
down to Channel C and then out through Channel A (Tr 286, L 1). Mr. Read also described the
work that he and his wife did pursuant to their 1987 water rights pennit that Harvey's experts

'

The permitted diversion never took place because in order to divert water the dams in both beaver ponds need to be
rebuilt to raise the water level to a point where it can flow into the channel the Reads dug that lead to the ponds they
created. Currently, the water level of the creek is 6 to 7 feet below the elevation of the diversion channel the Reads
dug (TI 302, L 10). The Reads do not want to incur the expense of repairing the dams until this litigation is
resolved.
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were deceived into thinking was evidence of the natural channel (Tr 300, L 1).
F.

Gilbert Bailey. Mr. Bailey is a professional land surveyor with Tucker, Brown &

Vermeer, formerly Tucker Engineering (Tr 372, L 8). Mr. Bailey personally drew the 1997
Tucker Survey (Exhibit 1I), which gave the alphanumeric designations to the 3 channels (Tr
375, L 9). Mr. Bailey testified as to two points relevant to Harvey's claims in this action. First,
Mr. Bailey pointed out that as part of the 1997 work he did for the parties, he took elevations of
both Channels B and A. Those elevations reflected that it was impossible for water to flow in
Channel B since to do so it would have to flow uphill from Channel C for almost 200 feet (Tr
380, L 2; 381, L 1). Despite that knowledge, Harvey initially contended that Channel B was the
boundary and allowed one of her witnesses to identify Channel B as the location where water
was flowing in the 1980s.~
Second, Mr. Bailey also testified about a survey Tucker Engineering had
performed in 1977 for one on Harvey's predecessors in title, a man named Schull (the "Schull
Survey", Exhibit 9). Mr. Schull had asked Tucker Engineering to mark the corners of his
property. In so doing, Tucker Engineering place comer pins where his northerly and southerly
property lines intersected Little Gold Creek. Mr. Bailey testified that in 1997, he and his crew
located and staked the pins set in 1977 at Harvey's request (Tr 383, L 1). Those pins are on
Harvey's side of the creek channel where water is currently flowing (Tr 391, L 8), meaning, of
course, that her predecessor in title accepted the current course of the creek as his boundary
decades before Harvey manufactured her dispute with the Reads.
G.

Frank Boss. For reasons that are not apparent, Harvey called Mr. Boss as a

witness? Mr. Boss was the first owner of the Harvey parcel. He bought the property directly
from the Andersens in 1972 and sold it two years later (Tr 642, L 9). Mr. Boss described his

John Gitliam, whose testimony is detailed infra.
Harvey completely misrepresents Mr. Boss's testimony (see infra).
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property as a 50 - 60 acre "mosquito farm" resulting from the failure of a drainage ditch that was
supposed to drain his fields to the northwest into the creek (Tr 651, L 16).
For part of the short time he owned the property, Mr. Boss lived in a cabin located
where Harvey's house is now situated. The cabin had no running water, meaning that Mr. Boss
had to bring water from the creek by bucket to the cabin. To facilitate gathering water, Mr. Boss
dug a small diversion pond (Tr 646, L 10). Doing so did not change the flow of the creek (Tr
65 1, L 16). Mr. Boss mapped his pond directly next to Channel C.
Mr. Boss testified as to the general location of the creek as far as he could recall
after 34 years (Tr 643, L 8). What he described was one creek flowing in the same location as it
does today. Mr. Boss also affirmed that he thought and understood that the creek was his
boundary with what is now the Readproperty (Tr 652, L 15). As the trial court specifically
found, Mr. Boss's testimony corroborated that of Mr. Van Ooyen and added nothing to Harvey's
baseless contention (R 547).
H.

Richard Tucker. Another surprising witness called by Harvey also hurt her case.

Mi. Tucker is the professional land surveyor responsible for the 1977 Schull Survey (as
mentioned above, Mr. Schull was a prior owner of Harvey's property). Mr. Tucker testified that
his crew set 8 comer markers or pins (Tr 550, L 14). The pins set on the northeast and southeast
comers were set as close to the creek as his crews could get without getting wet (Tr 551, L 3;
560, L 22). He also made clear that the line drawn on the Schull Survey between those two
points was not intended to be an accurate description of where the creek was located - only the
two pins did (Tr 560, L 12). The two pins on the creek are on Harvey's side of Channels C and

A, not where she represented to the trial court her experts would place the flow of the creek
before it was supposedly altered by the Reads. The Schull Survey thus corroborates the
testimony of Mr. Tauber and Mr. Van Ooyen as to the location of the creek in the 1970s.

I.

John Gilliam. Mr. Gillian is the first of Harvey's witnesses whose testimony was
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transparently manipulated. He is a real estate broker and developer who is both a neighbor of
Harvey's and the broker who sold her the "mosquito farm". Mr. Gilliam testified as to recalling
the creek being farther to the east and near Channel B in the 1980s (Tr 438, L 3). The trial court,
however, found his testimony not credible. During cross-examination, it became clear that Mr.
Gilliam had been prepared for his testimony using the muslvoom principal (kept in the dark with
a lot of fertilizer). Gilliam was not told by Harvey or her attorneys before he testified (a) that a
survey, the Schull Survey, had been done in 1977 showing the water flowing in Channel A, not
B (Tr 449, L 21), (b) of Harvey's own affidavit (filed in opposition to the Reads' motion for
summary judgment) stating that Channel B could not carry water when she bought her property
(Tr 450, L 23), (c) that it was physically impossible for water lo flow in Channel B because of its
elevation (Tr 45 1, L 5-20), aid (d) that literally every available photograph, aerial and ground,
established that what he was saying was inaccurate (Tr 456, L 13). For good reason, the trial
court found Mr. Gilliam had no basis for his opinion as to where the creek was flowing in years
past (R 549).

J.

Pierre Bordenave. Mr. Bordenave 1s the first of the supposed experts Harvey

called. Mr. Bordenave is a geologist, though not registered with the State of Idaho (Tr 517, L 23;
518, L 6). Mr. Bordenave was manipulated by Harvey and set up to be professionally
embarrassed on the witness stand.
Mr. Bordenave testified that his charge from Harvey was to render an opinion as
to the historical or natural channel of Little Gold Creek, not to locate where water was flowing in
1972 (TI 519, L 21). He testified that in his opinion the natural channel was the area shown on
Exhibit QQQQQ because of the physical features that survey by Glahe & Associates, another of
Harvey's experts, had located and he had noted during his site inspections.
Mr. Bordenave, like Mr. Gilliam, was not told of some rather important facts and
was actually deceived by Harvey in at least one important respect. Mr. Bordenave was told
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about the Reads water rights permit, but was told by Harvey that the work the Reads had
performed was north of the area in question near the beaver ponds and thus had nothing to do
with the issue before him, a fact Harvey knew from discovery was completely untrue (Tr 501, L
17; 502, L 1; 539, L 6). He was not shown the map attached to the Reads' application showing
that they planned to dig the very features he found indicative of the natural channel of Little
Gold Creek. He was not told that the Reads had in fact dug in 1991 the very features (the swales,
channels and ponds) he was opining were evidence of the natural channel (Tr 505, L 15; 5 10, L
24; L 51 1, L 8). He was not shown any of the photographic evidence Harvey had acquired in
discovery establishing that the area in which he indicated the natural chamlel lay was flat and
contained no evidence of any historical water flow before the Reads 1991 excavation (Tr 502, L
23). He was not told of the Schull Survey or the fact that a prior owner of Harvey's properly had
placed the boundary where water was flowing next to Channels C and A, information he agreed
would have been significant to him (Tr 530, L 9; 53 1, L 13). He was not even told about the
elevations taken by Tucker Engineering in 1997 showing it was physically impossible for water
to flow in Channel B (Tr 523; L 15). Instead, Mr. Bordenave was allowed to testify that features
Harvey knew were manmade were part of the creek's natural course.

In the end, Mr. Bordenave did agree with Mr. Monks in key respects. He did
agree that the creek had flowed in Channels C and A since the 1940s and that was where it was
flowing in 1972 (Tr 521, L 20; 522, L 10). He conceded that Channel A shows up in all aerial
photographs he had available, which would have included the same ones Mr. Monk relied upon
(Tr 542, L 15). He also agreed that Channel B showed no evidence of any recent water flows (Tr
522, L 13) and had no opinion as to when Channel C had been created (Tr 541, L 1). Lastly, and
most importantly, Mr. Bordenave agreed that wherever the natural or historical channel of Little
Gold Creek might be it was obliterated many decades ago (Tr 542, L 7).

K.

Larry Glahe. Mr. Glahe, a professional land surveyor, suffered the same fate as
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Mr. Bordenave. He was allowed to spend many hours stlooting elevations, plotting courses and
drawing fancy exhibits depicting physical features on the ground that he took to be indications of
where the historical channel of Little Gold Creek lay without being told by Harvey or her
attorneys that virtually every square inch of what he took to be the natural stream channel had
been dug by the Reads in 1991 (Tr 620, L 24). He was not told of the Reads' water rights
application or shown the map attached to it that depicted what the Reads' intended to create (Tr
620, L 14; 636, L 6) and had no idea that what work the Reads had done in the area he claimed
the physical features he located were indications of the natural channel (Tr 620, L 20; 621, L 9).
He was not shown any of the photographs Harvey had from discovery that established the area
he thought contained the natural channel was flat and completely devoid of any indication of an
ancient water course before the Reads' excavation work pursuant to their water rights permit (Tr
634, L 13). He was not even told that the channel in which water was flowing had been the
course of Little Gold Creek since at least the 1940s (Tr 614, L 14).
Mr. Glahe did agree, however, that the day to day flow of Little Gold Creek is in
Cliannel A and that when he did his mapping the area he was tricked into saying was the natural
course of the creek was dry (Tr 613, L 22).
L.

Sherl Chauman. Mr. Chapman is a registered professional geologist hired late in

the litigation by Harvey. Having sat through the trial, he did not get caught in the same
embanrassment as Mr. Bordenave and Mr. Glahe. He, however, added very little to the case.
Mr. Chapman generally testified that in his experience USGS maps were fairly
accurate and that the two maps he had (one dated 1951 and another dated in 1989) showed Little
Gold Creek closer to what Harvey's other experts had opined was the approximate location of
the natural channel. The credibility of that testimony, however, evaporated on crossexamination. Mr. Chapman had to admit that the creek as drawn on the 1951 map would, given
the scale of the map at 1 inch to a mile, mean that the creek was 200 to 300 feet wide. Given that
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the creek was only 2 to 3 feet wide at best, Mr. Chapman had to concede that the actual course of
the creel' in 1951 could have been anywhere within that 200 to 300 foot range (Tr 706, L 9).4
The same was true as to the 1989 map. Though the scale was larger (closer to 113
mile to the inch), USGS accuracy standards guaranteed that features were accurate only to within
48 feet and that guarantee applied only to "well-defined points only" (Tr 713, L 1). Mr.
Chapman had no idea even if a road could be considered as "well-defined", much less an
"unnamed creek running through bottom land in rural North Idaho" surrounded with 6 to 8 feet
high grass (Tr 712, L 14 - 25).
The only other point Mr. Cllapman added was that he thought he found some
indication of the natural creek channel south of where the Reads had done their work pursuant to
their water rights permit (Tr 698, L 16). He agreed that any features that may have existed north
ofthat point had been obliterated by "man's activities", thus highlighting the effect of Harvey's
manipulation of Mr. Bordenave and Mr.
M.

la he (Tr 699, L 4).

Summary. At the conclusion of the evidence, the trial court had before it:
1.

The testimony of the man who created the legal descriptions that he

intended the centerline of the only channel in which water was flowing in 1972 to be the
boundary between what is now the Read and Harvey parcels. Not only did he have logical and
practical reasons for doing so, but he was able to affirm that the creek is flowing in the same
location today as it was in 1972 when he designated its centerline as the common boundary.
2.

The testimony of the first owner of Harvey's parcel, Frank Boss, who

identified only one creek and affirmed that he understood and accepted its centerline as the
eastern boundary of his property.

The obvious import of his concession was that the map did not show the flow was not in Channel A.
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3.

The testimony of eyewitnesses who placed the location of the creek in the

same channel as it flows today as it did in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Mr. Tauber and the
Reads).
4.

A survey, the Schull Survey, that placed the creek in the same location in

1977 as it is today (years before the Reads bought their first parcel).
5.

The testimony of two experts, Mr. Monks and Mr. Bordenave, who

concurred that the creek has flowed from the beaver ponds to the north through Channel C and
south through Channel A since at least 1946 and that the creek is flowing in the same location
today as it did in 1972.

6.

The manipulated, totally discredited and otherwise clearly irrelevant

d Boss) opinions of Mr. Bordenave and Mr
(given the clear testimony of Mr. Val Ooyen a ~ Mr.
Glahe about where the natural creek channel may have at some unknown time in the past.
7.

The useless and questionable testimony of Mr. Chapman.

8.

No evidence from any source that the Andersens, as hinted by Harvey

throughout this litigation, at any time intended the "centerline" of the creek to refer to anything
other than what their appointed agent stated - the "centerline" of the creek meant just that where the water was flowing.
With that record, Harvey now argues the trial court committed reversible error.

1.

IV.
ISSUES ON APPEAL
Was the trial court's decision supported by substantial, competent evidence?

2.

Did Harvey at any time during the course of this action have a reasonable basis to
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believe she might prevail?
3.

Were Harvey's defense and the prosecution of her counterclaiin and this appeal

frivolous?
4.

Should this Court reinstate the trial court's initial ruling that Harvey's entire case,

including her first appeal, was frivolous?

V.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

This Court succinctly described the standard of review applicable to his case. In Estate of

Slcvorak v. Security Union Title Insurance Co,, 140 Idaho I6 (2004), the Court stated:
"On appeal, this Court will not set aside findings of fact unless they are clearly
erroneous. I.R.C.P. 52(a). Appellate review of the decision of the trial court is
limited to ascertaining whether substantial, competent evidence supports the
findings of fact and whether the findings of fact support the conclusions of law.
Crea v. Crea, 135 Idaho 246, 16 P.3d 922 (2000; Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho
166, 16 P.3d 263 (2000). When an action is tried to a court without a jury,
determinations as to the credibility of witnesses, the weight to be given their
testimony, its probative effect and inferences and conclusions to be drawn there
from, are all matters within the province of the trial court. Idaho Power Co. v.
Cogeneration, Inc., 134 Idaho 738,9 P.3d 1204 (2000). The trial court's findings
of fact will be liberally construed in favor of the judgment entered. Beard v.
George, 135 Idaho 685,23 P.3d 147 (2001). This Court exercises ffee review over
conclusions of law. Smith v. J.B. Parson Co., 127 Idaho 937,941,908 P.2d 1244,
1248 (1996)."
Then in Franklin Building Supply Co. v. Sunzpteu, 139 Idaho 846, 849 (2004), this Court
further recited:
"A district court's findings of fact in a court-tried case will be liberally constiued
on appeal in favor of the judgment entered, in view of the district court's role as
trier of fact. Western Heritage Ins. Co, v. Green, 137 Idaho 832, 835, 54 P.3d 948,
951 (2002) (citing Conley v. Whittlesey, 133 Idaho 265,269,985 P.2d 1127
(1999); Lindgren v. Martin, 130 Idaho 854,857,949 P.2d 1061, 1064 (1997)).
Review of the decision is limited to ascertaining whether the evidence supports
the findings of fact and whether the findings of fact support the conclusions of
law. Id. If the findings of fact are based on substantial evidence, even if the
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evidence is conflicting, they will not be overturned on appeal. Id."
By its own rules, this Court is also precluded in its review of the findings of a trial court

i
Co. v.
from considering issues and arguments raised for the first time on appeal ( ~ a i r w aDev.
Petersen, Moss, Olsen, Meacham & Caur, 124 Idaho 865,870 (1993)).

VI.

ARGUMENT

Harvey's arguments challenging the trial court's decision go far beyond the bounds of
legitimate advocacy. Her brief is replete with assertions first made on appeal, disturbing
misstatements about the record, arguments that are belied by her own admissions and witnesses,
and transparently false claims about what the trial court ruled, all in complete derogation of tlte
controlling standard of review.
A.

The Trial Court Did Not Err In Determining the Intent of the Parties.
Harvey's claim that the trial court "refused to consider any evidence of the intent

of the parties to the 1972 deed except that [ofl ... Jerry Van Ooyen" (OB 15), is a total
misrepresentation of the record. Even a cursory review of the trial court's Memorandum of
Decision reveals the absolute falsity of Harvey's assertion. The hial court clearly heard all of the
evidence presented by both parties, never once precluding Harvey from presenting any evidence
that would shed 1ight.onthe intent of either the grantors (the Andersens) or anyone in either
parties' chain of title.
The trial court heard all of the evidenced Harvey had to offer. None of that
evidence conflicted in any way with that of Mr. Van Ooyen as to what was intended when the
"centerline" was selected as a common boundary. The trial court specifically found Mr. Van
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Ooyen to be very credible and noted that his testimony was completely uncontradicted (R 546).
Mr. Van Ooyen was thus the only witness who offered any testimony as to the intent of the
grantors, a fact that Harvey now twists to falsely claim that the trial court did not consider any

other evidence.
Incredibly, Harvey accuses the trial court of ignoring or not considering evidence
that the grantors' intent was other than what Mr. Van Ooyen stated without even trying to recite
what that supposed evidence may have been. This Court should challenge Harvey and her
counsel to point out a single item of evidence, whether admitted or presented by way of an offer
of proof, that the Andersens intended something different that what Mr. Van Ooyen stated.
Harvey cannot Ineel that challenge since there is absolutely nothing in the record questioning Mr
Van Ooyen's testimony or supporting Harvey's ilonsensical claim that "centerline" meant some
indiscernible line in dry land.
For years, Harvey claimed before every level of court in this state that there was a
inaterial question of fact as to what the Andersens intended. After being forced to her proof at
trial, Harvey had to fold. She offered nothing to even remotely support any other interpretation
of the deeds than Mr. Van Ooyen gave, proving that her representations that there were questions
of fact to be resolved at trial were simply untrue.
1.

The Trial Court Did Not Rely Exclusively On Mr. Van Ooyen.
Harvey's claim that somehow the trial court relied exclusively on the

testimony of Mr. Van Ooyen is also transparently false and another example of "creative
I

lawyering". First, the Reads submit that what the grantors intended was paramount since they
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created the subdivision and defined the common boundary between the parcels at issue to be the
centerline of the creek. Mr. Van Ooyen supplied the only evidence of what the grantors intended
by that conveyance and what Mr. Boss may have thought later when he bought one of those
parcels is not material if it varies or conflicts with the terms of his deed. His deed conveyed to
him the parcel created in the subdivision and defined part of his easterly boundary as the
centerline of the creek.
Second, and more importantly, the trial court did not ignore the testimony
of Mr. Boss as Harvey claims in her brief. It specifically found that Mr. Boss "corroborated" the
testimony of Mr. Van Ooyen (R 547). For obvious, but questionable, reasons, Harvey avoids
disclosing to this Court that Mr. Boss specifically and unequivocally stated that he thought the
creek was his boundary (see infra), totally belying everything I-farvey advocates in this section of
her brief.
2.

Harvey's Foundational Ar,ments Are Prevosterous.
Nothing in the record suggests the trial court relied on Mr. Van Ooyen to

establish anything about the Andersen/Boss transaction other than as set forth above. Mr. Van
Ooyen was not involved in that sale and neither he, the Reads, nor the trial court ever claimed he
was. Mr. Van Ooyen testified that he designed the subdivision and chose the centerline of the
creek as the common boundary for as many parcels as he could. From that design, the legal
descriptions of the parcels subsequently sold were created. One of those buyers was Mr. Boss.
Harvey offered no evidence that the Andersens sold Mr. Boss anything
other than what Mr. Van Ooyen designed. The legal description in his deed refers to the
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centerline of the creek (Exhibit WUUU). The uncontested evidence is that only one creek
existed at the time and that that creek flows in the same location today as it did in 1972. Some
secret deal or understanding 35 years ago, if Harvey had an ounce of proof one existed, would
not change the express language of the deed or bind subsequent owners.
3.

The Trial Court Did Not Ignore Mr. Boss.
Harvey's representations to this Court concerning the testimony of Mr.

Boss are shocking. Her claiin that his testimony "directly contradicts the Read' theory that the
parties to the BossIAndersen deed intended" Channel A to be the boundary (OB 19), made for
the first time on appeal, is pure fantasy and totally inaccurate.
Mr. Boss did not testify to a different creek or an understanding of a
boundary anywhere different that where water was flowing from Channel C into Channel A. He
did not, as Harvey claims, say he "believed the location of the boundary to his property to be
generally in the area he dug his water hole" (OB 19). Instead, Mr. Boss was quite specific; he
testified that he dug his water hole near the creek and clearly testified:
"You know, I believed - when I bought the property I believed the centerline of
the creek was myproperty line and that my property line was generally in this
area [pointing to a map depicting the flow from the beaver ponds to Channel C
into Channel A] where it shows the creek." (Tr 652, L 16)
Mr. Boss's actual testimony is directly opposite to what Harvey represents
to this Court. Mr. Boss understood and believed that the centerline of the creek was his
boundary line. Neither he nor any other witness identified any other creek channel in which
water was flowing other than from the beaver ponds down to Channel C and into Channel A.
The only evidence was that that route of water flow was the only route in existence at the time.
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the one Van Ooyen designated as the boundary line and the one Mr. Boss, if his testimony were
honestly reported, accepted as the eastern boundary of his property.
Harvey's distortion of Mr. Boss's testimony is also revealed in the
findings of the trial court. The trial court, obviously present to hear Mr. Boss and see what he
was pointing to on the maps before him, concluded not only that his testimony was consistent
with the of Mr. Van Ooyen but that Mr. Boss, Harvey's witness, actually "hurt her position" (R
547).

B.

Harvey's Challenge to the Trial Court's Finding as to the Location of Little
Gold Creek in 1972 is Specious.
1.

Harvev is Dead Wrong, Legally and Factually. as to the Burden of Proof.
Harvey has the burden of proof backwards. While the Reads, as the

plaintiffs, bore the initial burden of proving what the parlies in 1972 intended, their burden of
proof (or going forward with the evidence) was effectively met when they established that the
Andersens intended the boundary to be the centerline of the creek in which water was flowing
Since there was no dispute between the parties as to where the creek was flowing at the time the
controversy was forced into court, Harvey bore the burden of proving that the location of the
creek was different (from some cause other than by accretion) in 1972.' Were the burden
otherwise, one landowner to a common boundary first designated as the centerline of a creek in a
100-year old deed could simply make a false claim without foundation that the location of the
stream was different 100 years ago and then argue that the adjoining landowner lost title to the
land falsely claimed because he could not prove precisely where the creek flowed a century
She utterly failed to do so and, in fact, offered no credible or competent evidence on that point.
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before.
Clearly, with or without her counterclaim, the burden was on Harvey to show that
the present location of the creek had been impermissibly altered or changed so that the existing
location should not be recognized as the true boundary. The location of the creek and what was
intended by the Andersens was her defense and her counterclaim, and thus her burden (one she
clearly did not meet despite the representations made in her opening statement).
2.

Harvev Completelv Distorts Mr. Van Ooyen's Testimonv.
The "record testimony of Jerry Van Ooyen" does not begiiz with his

affidavits as claimed by Harvey (OB 21). His affidavits are not part of the trial transcript, nor
evidence the trial court could or should have considered. To claim otherwise, as Harvey does in
her brief, is underhanded at best.
Mr. Van Ooyen took the witness stand on the first day of trial as the very
first witness and testified at length. Harvey took full opportunity to cross-examine him and
chose not to bring up either of his affidavits. Neither of his affidavits was placed in evidence or

used by any of the parties at trial or in post trial matters for any purpose. His affidavits were
simply not part of the trial transcript or record. Harvey did not even mark the affidavits as a trial
exhibit.
If this Court were to look at the record on Harvey's first appeal (where the
affidavits were part of the record) it will note, Mr. Van Ooyeu's testimony at trial was entirely
consistent with the affidavit he signed in support of the Reads' motion for summary judgment.
The second affidavit that Harvey now seeks to sneak before this Court as an attachment to her
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brief was not even mentioned at trial, much less marked as a defense exhibit or used during
cross-examination to impeach Mr. Van Ooyen. Harvey did not even try to use the afiidavit in
post-trial briefing.
Harvey's reasons for not using what she now tells this Court was
testimony that "directly contradicted" his trial testimony (OB 22) are transparent. Doing so at
trial would have opened the door to Mr. Van Ooyen explaining how he was deceived and tricked
by Harvey into signing a second affidavit that said he was mistaken in his first.
The foregoing is established by the Clerk's Transcript I-Iarvey demanded
be produced for this Court in this appeal. Beginning on page R 577 (specifically deposition page

51, line 4) and continuing through the first deposition page on R 578 are portions of Mr. Van
Ooyen's deposition testimony. In those excerpts, Mr. Van Ooyen explains how his second
affidavit (depo Exhibit 3) came about. He testified that while visiting Harvey at her request, she
told him he was mistaken in his first affidavit, that the creek had been moved, and that Tucker
(the surveyor) said water had been flowing in Channel B, all of which Harvey clearly knew was
untrue. Believing her, Mr. Van Ooyen signed the second affidavit. Like with her own witnesses,
Mr. Van Ooyen was not told the truth by Harvey and would have told the trial court precisely
what he did in his deposition had Harvey's counsel not made the calculated and wise decision
not to use Mr. Van Ooyen's second affidavit for impeachment. Trying to back door before this
Conrt use of an affidavit that was not used at trial and known to be false is highly misleading and
in complete derogation of Harvey's obligations of candor to this Court.
The rest of Harvey's challenge to Mr. Ooyen's testimony falls into the
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"you have got to be kidding" category. Not only does Harvey present arguments for the first
time on appeal about Mr. Van Ooyen's testimony, but she now lets "creative lawyering" run
amuck. No matter how Harvey twists his words or attempts to add meat to her brief by making
profound, but completely false, statements like "looking at the marketing diagram ... it becomes
increasingly clear that the area Mr. Van Ooyen is being asked to describe is not the location of
Channels A, B or C" (OB 25) or noting that Mr. Van Ooyen's "trial testimony is devoid [sic] any
reference to Channel C at all" (OB 27), the transcript speaks otherwise. Harvey's assertions are
simply unsupported statements made to fill pages with words. The truth is that (a) Mr. Van
Ooyen was asked about the entire length of the creek that included Channel C, (b) his diagram
(and more importantly the precise location where he carefully corrected his drawing when he
discovered from his "chain and compass man" that he had mistakenly drawn the creek into an
adjacent quarter quarter quarter section) covered the length of the creek at issue including
Channel C, and (c) the only reason Mr. Van Ooyen did not mention Channel C is because he
knew the creek as the creek and had no idea that any portion of it was maninade until he became
involved in this litigation. As the trial court concluded "Mr. Van Ooyen never gave a moments
thought as to how (forces of nature vs. force of backhoe) Little Gold Creek came to flow at the
exact spot on the property in question" (R 545).
Mr. Van Ooyen presented testimony that the trial court found credible. He
testified without uncertainty or contradiction that he was familiar with the property both from
personal inspection and reviews of aerial photographs back in 1972. He knew from that
involvement that only one creek existed. He intended that creek to be the boundary line between
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what became the Read and Harvey parcels. Twenty-five years later he was able to verify, again
with certainty, that the creek was in the same location as it was in 1972.
To fbrther put the frivolous nature of Harvey's challenge to the testimony
of Mr. Van Ooyen into perspective, two points should be kept in mind. First, despite her claims
that the person who designed the subdivision, drew the maps, created the legal descriptions, and
was personally familiar with the land at issue should not be believed, Harvey offered no evidence

that Little Gold Creek flowed in any other location than from the beaver ponds to the north,
down what she has labeled Channel D for the purposes of this appeal, into Channel C then down
Channel A. The only witness she offered, John Gilliam, was not credible, if for no other reason
than he was deceived by Harvey into saying something that the demonstrative evidence (aerial
photographs, the Schull Survey and the elevations taken by Tucker engineering in 1977) proved
to be utterly false. One would think that before Mr. Van Ooyen's testimony is attacked, Harvey
would have at least some evidence to show why he was wrong and where water actually flowed
in 1972.
Second, and more importantly, Mr. Van Ooyen did not testify in a
vacuum. Aside for his demeanor which the trial court appreciated and the logic of what he had
to say, Mr. Van Ooyen's testimony was obviously very credible because it was consistent with,
and corroborated by, virtually every other witness who had anything relevant to say. One can go

down the list of witnesses who said the creek is now in the same location as it was in 1972, but
need go no furfher than Harvey's own expert, Mr. Bordenave, who conceded that water had been
consistently flowing in Channel A since at least 1946 and that he had no idea when water flowed
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in any other location (Tr 521, L 20; 539, L 21). The flow of Little Gold Creek could reach
Channel A only be flowing in Channel C and not one of Harvey's supposed experts testified that
Channel C did not exist in 1972.
3.

Harvey's Challenge to Mr. Tauber Deserves Virtually No Replv.
The pages Harvey spends arguing about the testimony of Mr. Tauber are

just filled with meaningless words. Despite her verbiage, Harvey cannot change the fact that Mr.
Tauber said that from his farming activities nearby he was familiar with the creek in the inid1970s and the creek is still flowing in the same location today. A length of that creek obviously
was what was marked for this dispute as Channel C; Otherwise, the creek could not flow into
Channel A.
While Harvey puts a misleading twist on almost every aspect of Mr.
Tauber's testimony that she relates, one utter misrepresentation should be noted because it plays
into the false portrayal of Mr. Van Ooyen's and Mr. Boss's testimony discussed below. On page
33 of her Opening Brief, Harvey states that Mr. Tauber testified about "the drainage ditch from
the Popplewells through the disputed property". That ditch did not go "through the disputed
property"; it came from the northwest from thePopplewel1 land through Harvey's parcel and

emptied into Little Gold Creek near the intersection of Channel C and A (see infra). No property
on either side of the ditch was in dispute. Claiming that the ditch goes through the disputed
property and then detailing what Mr. Schull did to clean it out so that he would not have the
"mosquito farm" effect Mr. Boss related is just an attempt to create a misconception that water
flowed in some other channel between the parties' properties that Harvey knows is not true.
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4.

Harvey's Reference to Mr. Gilliam Also Deserves No Replv.
Why Harvey would even mention Mr. Gilliam in her brief is perplexing

The trial court did not believe his testimony (R 549). The trial court, whose province it is to
weigh the credibility of a witness, did not accept what Mr. Gilliam had to say for very good
reasons. Clearly Mr. Gilliam had been misled by Harvey into saying the water was flowing in a
channel that would have required an uphill flow, that no one else supported, that was inconsistent
with a survey conducted only a few years earlier (Ex 9), and that was totally at odds with all
pertinent aerial photographs and even the testimony of Harvey's own experts.
5.

Channel C Existed in 1972.
Harvey's house of evidentiary cards concerning Channel C (a suggestion

this Court should note was not made to the trial court) completely falls apart wit11 her claim that
no competent expert testimony established its existence in 1972. The utter sophistry of the 5
pages of her brief she spends on that subject is again destroyed with an honest review of the
record:
a.

In reaching his conclusions, Mr. Monks did not rely exclusively on

aerial photographs. He also inspected the property and interviewed people who were present in
1972 and before to help determine where water was flowing in 1972.
b. Mr. Monks is trained in interpreting and uses aerial photographs in his

profession. He, of course, conceded that one could not actually see water flowiilg in a 2 to 3 foot
wide stream from the height the photographs were taken, but like a doctor making a diagnosis
based on symptoms, he was able to detect evidence and physical features of where water was and
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was not flowing at pertinent times. His opinion, supported by all of the credible witnesses and
physical evidence, was that Little Gold Creek left the beaver ponds, flowed south into Channel C
and then emptied into Channel A. He found no indication that water flowed anywhere else in the
bottomland between the parties' properties.
c. Mr. Bordenave agreed from his review of he aerial photographs and
evidence on site that water had been consistently flowing in Channel A in 1972 and, in fact,
since the 1940s. Though he did not know when Channel C was created, it had to have been
created decades before the Andersens subdivided because water could not "consistently" flow in
Channel A unless Channel C existed. Channel C is how water from Little Gold Creek gets to
Channel A froin the channel leaving the beaver ponds. Mr. Bordenave also agreed that there was
no evidence of recent flows in any other location or channel.
d. Faced with the foregoing, not one of Harvey's experts testified that
Channel C did not exist in 1972 and none of them claimed that water flowed in any other
location than Channel C and A at any time relevant to this case.
Even if Harvey had argued before the trial court (and not before this Court for the
first time) that the evidence did not prove the existence of Channel C in 1972, the trial court had
very competent and substantial evidence before it, expert, physical and eyewitness,
sufficient to find that the creek, including Channel C, is in the same location today as it was in
1972.
C.

Harvey's "Law of the Case" Argument Is Inexplicable.
No explanation or excuse is possible for the complete absence of candor toward
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this tribunal shown by Harvey and her counsel in this section of her brief. Virtually the entire
section is filled with false statements and deception.
Harvey starts by claiming that based on an erroneous ruling concerning the law of
the case doctrine the trial court refused "to consider any evidence in support of a finding that
water was not flowing in 1972 in Channel A" (OB 42). That statement is totally false. While the
trial court did initially rule that it believed it was obligated under the law of the case doctrine to
decide between Channel A and the dry natural channel she was advocating, Harvey fails to
advise this Court that the trial court reconsidered that decision. In its Memorandum of Decision,
the trial court stated:
"This Court has read the Idaho appellate cases interpreting 'the law of the case'
doctrine, and finds that the doctrine is applied to legal 'principals', and not
findings of fact made by the appellate court. The Idaho Supreme Court's finding
that,channel A '...has consistently during the times in question carried water', is
not the law of the case, but a finding of fact by the Idaho Supreme Court which is
not binding on this Court." ( R 553 - 554) (emphasis added)
Not only is the premise of Harvey's whole argument false, but she cannot point to one
instance in the record where the trial court sustained an objection or refused to admit evidence
because of its initial ruling on the law of the case doctrine. The reason is that none exist. Not
once during the entire trial did the trial court prevent Harvey from putting on any evidence that
water did not consistently flow in Channel A in 1972 (as her own expert, Pierre Bordenave
admitted).6
Starting with a false premise that even if true had no impact on the evidence at trial,
Harvey then proceeds to create the illusion the error she manufactured caused the trial court to
This Court may wan1 to note that Harvey at no time before the trial court claimed that water did not flow in
Chanuel A in 1972. Not one menlion of that claim is made in her closing brief (R 479). The argument is made for
the rust time on appeal to fabricate a reason to assign error to the trial court.
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ignore evidence that Channel A did not carry a constant flow of water in 1972. Harvey does so
by making claims that she never made before the trial court, ones that coinpletely misrepresents
the testimony of both Mr. Van Ooyen and Mr. Boss. Neither of them even remotely testified that
"ChanneZ A did not carg, a constant stream of water in 1972" as Harvey represents to this
Court (OB 42). They testified exactly to the opposite to what Harvey represents to this Court.

Even Harvey's own expert, Pierre Bordenave, agreed that the flow of water in Channel A was
constant in 1972.
What Harvey has done to fabricate her illusion that there was evidence the trial court did
not consider about the flow of water in Channel A in 1972 is taken testimony about a drainage
ditch that drains rain and s~lowmelt from surrounding fields into Little Gold Creek and then tries
to make this Court believe the witnesses were discussing Channel A. They were not. The
witnesses were referring to a drainage ditch running from the northwest through what is now
Harvey's land that emptied into Little Gold Creek near the intersection of Channels A and C
That ditch was documented by an easement given by the Andersens to an adjacent landowner, a
fanner named Popplewell, an easement that Harveyput into evidence (Exhibit G). Virtually
every witness discussed that drainage ditch and distinguished it from the channels carrying the
flow of the creek.
Contrary to what Harvey represents to this Court, Mr. Van Ooyei~clearly and
unmistakably separated the ditch from the creek. When quoting Mr. Van Ooyen completely out
of context (OB 45), Harvey fails to apprise this Court of what he really said:
Okay. Sir, when you were doing the work back in 1972 was there a
"Q.
drainage ditch up on the - let's say in parcel ten?7

7

A.

Yes.

Q.

Can you describe what that drainage ditch was?

Referring to Exhibits 7 & 8. Parcel 10 is Harvey's property.
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A.

Well, years ago they used to fann this whole thing I understand, and
Popplewell owned the property to the northwest and, uh --

Q.

When you say to the northwest, would that have been -

A.

To the northwest of this quarter of a quarter, and he farmed all that, and if
I remember correctly, he's the one that developed the drainage ditch to
make sure this drain-off would he okay at all times, and so there was a
drainage ditch running off of that adjacent property on to this property.

Q.

So would that go through, let's say, parcel - looks like parcel nine into
ten?

Q.

And did that drainage ditch then dump into what you understood to be
Little Gold Creek?

A.

Yes." (Tr 76, L 11 - 77, L7)

Only after distinguishing the ditch from the creek did Mr. Van Ooyen then say "as I
recall the drainage ditch when I saw it was practically nothing in it at that time of the year
because it didn't flow all the time" (Tr 78, L 7). The flow of water, however, was good in the
creek in 1972 (Tr 78, L 19). That creek which Mr. Van Ooyen saw in 1972 and which he placed
in the same location when he revisited the property in 1998 included Channel A. To claim, as
Harvey does to this Court, that Mr. Van Ooyen said water was not flowing in Channel A is a
blatant, inexcusable falsehood.
The same deception exists in Harvey's twist of Mr. Boss's testimony. The "pretty tired
ditch" he was referring to is the same one Mr. Van Ooyen described that came from the
northwest and emptied into the creek. As Mr. Boss testified, the ditch was the one that "drained
the fields above" (Tr 647, L 1). It was the ditch that did not work very well because it had been
"ill-maintained", resulting in Mr. Boss owning a 50 - 60 acre "mosquito f m " (Tr 651, L 16).
He also believed that the ditch intersected with the creek, but it was too overgrown in that area
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for him to tell for sure (Tr 652, L 9).
That ditch, which Mr. Boss pointed out on Exhibit QQQQQ, not Channel A as Harvey
wants to trick this Court into believing, is what Mr. Boss had to cross to get to the area where he
dug a pond kom which to draw water. Like Mr. Van Ooyen, Mr. Boss distinguished that ditch
from the creek. It was the creek that included Channel A that Mr. Boss pointed out on Exhibit

QQQQQ and stated "1believed that the centerline of the creek was myproperty line" (Tr 652, L
17).

Harvey did not make the same claims about the testimony of Mr. Van Ooyen and Mr.
Boss to the trial court. She would not have done so because the trial court, who could see the
exhibits the witllesses were using and had all of the testimony in context, would have
immediately recognized that what Harvey was arguing was completely false.
While a simple review of the record on appeal also reveals the falsity of Harvey's clairns,
ending all question is the trial court's observation about the evidence before it. After concluding
that this Courts statement about water flowing constantly in Channel A was not the law of the
case and a finding of fact not binding upon it, the trial court stated: "However, it is aJinding of
oflthe evidence" ( R 554). Clearly, the trial court found that both
fad which is supported by &

Mr. Van Ooyen and Mr. Boss testified exactly the opposite of what Harvey falsely reports to this
Court.
Whether this Court's observation about the flow of the creek in 1972 is the law of the
case or not is thus irrelevant. What is relevant is that the trial court did not apply the doctrine,
considered all of the evidence before it, never once denied admittance of any evidence offered by
Harvey based on the doctrine, and concluded that Harvey had (as her experts conceded) offered
no evidence that water flowed any where other than Channel A in 1972.
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D.

The Trial Court Did Not Err in Ordering Harvey To Pay for a Survey.

Harvey again has trouble accurately reporting the record. Her claim that the Reads
commissioned the "1997 Record of Survey" that was "legally inadequate" is not true. There was
no "Record of Survey" prepared in 1997. Harvey is referring to Exhibit 11, the map created in
1997 by Tucker Engineering. That map was prepared by Gilbert Bailey &om field notes taken
by his crew who when to the site. They went to the site at Harvey's request to locate the pins
marking the creek set by Tucker Engineering in 1977 of Mr. Schull (Tr 396, L 23). He ended up
preparing the map for both parties, not just the Reads (Tr 396, L 3).
Given that Harvey created the dispute by claiming the boundary was anything other than
the centerline of the creek in which water was flowing when she bought the property and which
she knew well before this action was filed had existed in that location since at least the 1940s and
the frivolous defense she presented, the trial court clearly exercised its discretion in a very
reasoned and appropriate manner in deciding Harvey should pay for the survey. One would not
have been necessary had she not started the controversy with her bogus claims.
E.

The Trial Court Did Not Err in Awarding Fees Under IRCP 37(c).

The trial court felt that it was constrained by this Court's decision on Harvey's first
appeal from awarding fees under Section 12-121. Even though it believed Harvey had misled
this Court as to the existence of a material fact in securing the reversal of its award of summary
judgment and knew from listening to the evidence that Harvey never had any evidence to support
her unsupportable claims about the Andersens' intent, the trial court did not believe that it could
assess the sanctions Harvey so justly deserved (R 773-778).
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The trial did, however, correctly exercise its discretion to award the Reads their
attorney's fees and costs incurred after October 3, 2005, the date on which Harvey responded to
the Reads' First Set of Requests for Admissions. In her Opening Brief, Harvey fails to note the
matters she denied and the incredible admissions she made about the evidence and knowledge
she had in the process of denying facts she obviously knew to be true.* For example, Harvey
denied that water was currently running in Channels C and A, claiming that she did not
understand the word "currently" and did not know what "Tucker Survey" the Reads were
referring to even though the survey (i.e. the 1997 map) was specifically defined for her in the
definitions section of the Reads' discovery. Harvey denied that the consistent flow of water
other than in spring runoff was in Channel A. She also denied that the consistent flow of water
had been in Channel A since the 1940s even though her own expert, Pierre Bordenave, agreed
and had told her so. She similarly denied that no water had flowed consistently in any location
other than Channel A since 1972, again even though none of her experts would say otherwise.
She therefore denied that water was not flowing in the historical or natural channel of Little Gold
Creek in 1972 even though no physical evidence or expert testimony established that it did.
Most significantly, Harvey denied that the Andersens intended to place the common boundary
where water was actually flowing in 1972 and not dry ground. Afer over 6 years of litigation
and after representing to this Court otherwise, Harvey based most of her denials, including her
denial as to the Andersens' intent when they subdivided, on the claim she was "without
sufficient knowledge or information to respond".
Harvey's responses to the Reads Requests for Admissions can he foui~dat R 597. A summary of the matters
denied can be found at R 567.
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Harvey thus affirmatively conceded under oath that she had no "knowledge or
information" to claim the Andersens intended the natural or historical channel to be the common
boundary, that she had no "knowledge or information'' to support her claim that the creek had
flowed in any other location than Channel A at any time relevant to this case, and that she had no
"knowledge or information" that water had ever at any relevant time flowed any where other
than Channel A. She represented to this Court otherwise when she challenged the trial court's
award of summary judgment.
The trial court had good reason to be so critical of Haivey's refusal to admit facts she
knew she had no evidence to question. This Court should be even more so, since Harvey now
again misrepresents the record. On page 49 of her opening brief, Harvey effectively tells this
Court that "Jeny Van Ooyen, Frank Boss, John Gilliarn, Richard Tucker and a host of expert
witnesses" testified that water was flowing other than in Channel A in 1972. Virtually nothing in
that statement is true. Jerry Van Ooyen did not say water was flowing other than in Channel A.
Frank Boss did not say there was more than one creek or that water was flowing anywhere other
than were it does today. Richard Tucker did not say the creek was running anywhere other than
Channel A.%OS~importantly, not one expert, much lest a "host", testified that the creek was
running anywhere other than in Channel A in 1972. The only witness who remotely testified as
Harvey claims was her neighbor and broker, John Gilliam, and he was clearly manipulated.
9

In fact, Mr. Tucker testifiedjust the opposite. He stated that in 1977, he did the Schull Survey. In that survey, his
crew set two pins to represent the boundary evidenced by the creek, one on the north and one on the south. He
clearly stated that his crew went as close to the creek as they could to set those pin (Tr 551, L 3; 560, L 22). The
location of those points confirm the fact the northein and soutl~ernpoints where Harvey's property intersects the
creek were the same in 1977 as they are today. Mr. Tucker did not testify to anything close to what Halvey now
represents to this Court.
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The simple fact is that Harvey, at no time in this litigation, had tiny reasonable belief she
could prevail. From the outset she knew that Mr. Van Ooyen said the existing creek was
intended to be the boundary and that her expert, Pierre Bordenave, agreed that water had been
flowing in Channel A since at least the 1940s. hstead of admitting facts she knew to be true,
Harvey forced the Reads through extensive discovery and an expensive trial knowing she had no
evidence whatsoever to support the claims. The trial court correctly found that Harvey never had
anything other that a baseless defense unsupported by facts that was the product of "creative
lawyering" (R 785). Its award of fees was more than proper and clearly not an abuse of
discretion.
ATTORNEY'S FXES ON APPEAL
Harvey started the trial in this case telling the trial court that she would prove through
expert testimony that Little Gold Creek was running in its natural channel in 1972 and that since
then the Reads had "artificially manipulated" its flow to where it runs today. She made that
representation knowing that not one word was true. She knew her experts had not even been
asked to address where water was flowing when the Andersens created their subdivision, that
none of her experts could say when the last time water ever flowed in the natural channel
(wherever it might be), and that the only one of her experts with a pertinent opinion agreed that
the only channel in which water has consistently flowed since the 1940s is Channel A.
Harvey continued her deception of the record and the evidence throughout her Opening
Brief. She falsely reported rulings of the trial court, misstated testimony of witnesses and played
word games to try to twist the record to support manufactured arguments of trial court error. In
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the end, however, nothing is changed - Harvey never had any evidence that (a) the Andersens
intended anything other than the centerline of where Little Gold Creek was flowing in 1972 to be
the common boundary and (b) that the creek is flowing today anywhere differently than it was
when the properties were subdivided. "Frivolous" is a mild description of Harvey's appeal.
CONCLUSION
The outrageousness of Harvey's defense and counterclaim is highlighted in the

"Conclusion" to her Opening Brief. Apparently conceding that she did not (and never had) any
evidence to support what she argued to secure a reversal of the trial court's initial grant of
summary judgment - i.e. that the Andersens intended the boundary to be the unidentifiable
historic, natural channel of Little Gold Creek - Harvey now comes full circle. She started her
case, claiming in her complaint that Channel B was the boundary. She abandoned that claim by
the time she was forced to respond to the Reads' summary judgment motion because she had no
evidence that Channel B carried even a drop of creek water in 1972 aside from it making no
sense to argue a dry, manmade ditch incapable of carrying the flow of water was the intended
boundary. Without any evidence, she carried her natural, historic channel argument through
appeal and trial. Now, faced with the fact the record reveals she never had any reason to
question the testimony of Mr. Van Ooyen about the Andersens' intent, Harvey returns to arguing
a manmade channel should be her coinmon boundary with the Reads.
In her conclusion, Harvey asks this Court to reverse the trial court and order that the
boundary is another manmade Channel B. Aside from the fact she did not make that argument
after her complaint until her Opening Brief on this appeal, Harvey again presents an argument
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for which she has absolutely no evidentiary support. Not one witness testified that the flow of
Little Gold Creek was in Channel B in 1972 or that the Andersens even lmew that that channel
existed. The only witness who even suggested that the creek was flowing anywhere other than in
Channel A was the thoroughly discredited John Gilliam whose testimony the trial court did not
believe. Why Harvey would make an argument before this Court that she herself disavowed six
years ago and that none of her experts or anyone else with any credibility supported is beyond
fathom, but extremely telling about her real motives in this appeal.
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